
1. Cost in €

1.1
22,06

1.2
60,03

1.3
60,03

 

 

1.4

22,06 € +  2 horizontal moves

2.

2.1 No charge will be applied

2.2 VGM Communication is received 24 hours after container's entry into our facilities: 35,52
 

2.3 If a container has a VGM Communication and a VGM modification is later received: 33,09

3.

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

Weighting Request is received 24 hours after the container's entry into our facilities:

Second weighting request referred to a container already placed in our facilities (Should 
be requested via email to vermasbcn@apmterminals.com ).  In case of discrepancy 
between first and second weighiting will apply the following cost  whenever the 
difference is within the tolerance range, according  SOLAS:                                                        
*For containers  up to 10 tons, difference of gross mass +/- 500 KG.                                                      
*For containers exceeding 10 tons, difference of gross mass +/- 5%.

OOG containers: VGM should be declared via PORTIC. APM Terminals Barcelona won`t 
accept Weighting Request for these containers.

Terminal Transfers: Those containers gate in as Transshipment from any other Terminal, 
VGM must be declared either in the gate in document (Transport Order) or proceed with 
the communication or weighing request through usual channels 24 hours before the 
entrance of the container, in order to avoid any potential charges for late communication 
or late weighing request.

Weighting Request

IMO Cargo - Article 15: VGM should be declared via PORTIC. APM Terminals Barcelona 
won't accept Weighting Request for these containers.

Other special cases

Megatruck-duotrailer: The containers gated in the Terminal in duotrailer with Weighting 
Request, 2 additional horizontal moves will be invoiced to container's line.

Weighting Request is received before or within the first 24 hours of the container's entry 
into our facilities:

12 hours before of vessel operations, no weighting request nor communications have 
been received, but included in the loading list, the Terminal will authomatically weight the 
container :
*This rule does not apply for weekend or holiday days. ( Please refer to operation 
procedure for weighting request).
This amount will be always invoiced to Shipping Line / Shipping Agent.

VGM Communication

VGM Communication is received before or within the first 24 hours of the container's 
entry into our facilities:

Direct load truck - vessel: VGM should be declared via PORTIC. APM Terminals Barcelona 
won`t accept Weighting Request for these containers.

SCHEDULE OF RATES AND GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS FOR VGM

SERVICES AT APMT BARCELONA FACILITIES

Valid from 01.01.2023 until 31.12.2023
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4.

4.1

4.2

4.3

5.

5.1

5.2 Weighting Requests:

5.2.1

5.2.2

5.2.3

5.2.4

5.2.5

5.2.6

5.2.7

5.3 VGM Communications:

5.3.1

5.3.2

5.3.3

APM Terminals Barcelona will accept VGM Communication until 12 hours before start of 
Operations. After this period, if container has been included in the loading list we will 
proceed as per point 1.3. (See tariffs)

If the VGM Communication is received in the loading list, the cost of this communication 
will be invoiced to the shipping line (or agent) 

Weighing request cancellation in ADMITASE: If after a weighing request it needs to be 
cancelled, it is mandatory to proceed with a Cancellation (not substitution) of Admitase 
document and issue a new one. Other way, the first request will prevail in the system and 
the container will be weighed and finally invoiced for the service given.

Cancellation of weighing request via PORTIC: they must be cancelled via PORTIC 

Weighing request on weekend and holiday: Those containers scheduled to be loaded 
during the weekend won´t be weighed automatically 12 hours before the start of 
Operations. The Terminal must receive the weighting request before 18:00 pm on Friday 
or the previous working day (for holidays). 

Second weighting request: In the event of a verification request for VGM already given by 
the Terminal, formal request needs to be received by the following email address:  
vermasBCN@apmterminals.com. Additional cost as per 1.4

All VGM Communications must be declared without decimals and without rounding off 
the original VGM. No points or comas must be used.

Operational Procedure for VGM

All weighing request or VGM communication must be sent via PORTIC Applications.  The 
terminal won’t manage any order received outside the channels above mentioned  (no 
email request will be accepted, except of second requests) 

APM Terminals Barcelona will manage weighting request for containers 20', 40' and 45' 
but not for those containers with over dimensions cargo.
APM Terminals Barcelona won´t manage weighting request for OOG Containers.

If container number is unknown by the time of requesting weighting Service, the 
reference number of the weighting request must be the same as it is in Admítase 
document. Other way, the system won´t match the request with the container and it 
won´t be registered in our system. 

Terms & Conditions

Above mentioned tariffs are valid for containers entered gate in or by railway.

Invoices will be issued to the part that originally requested weighting or communicated
VGM to the Terminal.

In the event of weighting request or communication is received by a part not identified as 
Terminal client, both actions will be rejected. The part interested will have to contact to 
Atencion Cliente Department (atencionclientebcn@apmterminals.com)
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6.

vermasBCN@apmterminals.com 
atencionclienteBCN@apmterminals.com 
PlanificacionBCN@apmterminals.com 

Invoicing.barcelona@apmterminals.com

atencionclienteBCN@apmterminals.com

We remain at your disposal.

Kind regards,

For more information and further assistance please address to: 

We kindly ask you to cascade all this information to your teams inside your organization.

Contact Details
For requests and doubts related to our VGM service in our facilities, please address to:

For issues related to invoicing process of VGM Service please contact:
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